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Grades

! First Paper      20%
! Second Research Paper 40%
! Final Exam  40%
! Class Participation
! Active participation in class discussions will 

improve your final grade by up to one-half  of  a 
letter grade or 5  points on a hundred point grading 
scale.



Terminology I
! Metaphysics

» Fundamental Questions
! What kind of  things are there?
! What is it for something to exist?
! What is the distinctive character of  different kinds of  things?

» Philosophical Psychology: What is the nature of  human actions, 
ends, wants and desires?
! How does human action result? What leads to human action?
! How do we come to have the ends, desires or wants that we do?



Terminology II
!Epistemology
» Fundamental Questions

!What is the nature of  knowledge?
!What is it to have a rationally justified belief  or 

theory?
» Philosophy of  Political and Social Science

!How should we go about understanding political and 
social life or explaining political and social 
phenomena? What are the proper methods for doing 
so?

!Are the political and social sciences similar to or 
distinct from the natural sciences?

!What is the relationship between political and social 
explanation and moral evaluation?



Terminology III
! Moral philosophy.

» Is it possible to rationally defend our moral views? Can we have good 
reasons for believing in one set of  moral principles and beliefs are 
correct?
! Emotivism: our moral beliefs are, at base, the expressions of  our 

attitudes or desires. No reasons can be given for holding these 
attitudes or desires.

! Historicism: moral reasoning consists in the interpretation or 
elaboration of  the moral beliefs and principles found in a 
particular polity and society.
» Moral reasoning involves finding a reflective equilibrium 

between general moral principles, particular principles and 
our judgments of  particular actions, cases and policies.

! Rationalism: reasons for holding moral principles and beliefs 
can be offered that transcend the beliefs and principles found in 
our own polity and society.
» Rational comparison of  moral traditions.
» Reasoning about the human good.
» Reason as the basis for human rights.



Terminology IV
» What kinds of  moral thought can be rationally defended and, if  more 

than one kind can, what is the relationship between different kinds 
of  moral thought?
! Good: happiness and fulfillment
! Right and obligations to others

» Can reasons be offered for being moral or following moral 
principles?
! Moral internalism: To believe in some moral principles is to have 

reason to follow them
! Moral externalism: We need some additional reason for 

following moral principles
» Doing so is good for us
» Failing to do so is irrational, given the nature of  rationality and morality



Ancient, Medieval and Modern 
Metaphysics

! The Search for THE WORLD AS IT IS IN  ITSELF
» The world exists independently of  our minds 
» It has a determinate nature apart from whatever we (or 

anyone) believe, think or can discover about it. The world 
is objective

! Reality (the world as it is in itself) versus  the world 
as it appears to us

! Truth is correspondence to The World As It Is Itself
» The World As It Is In Itself  has a way it wants to be 

described



Metaphysics: Aristotle I
!All natural things have a form and matter
» Forms in things which exist by nature

!Cause the development of  a natural things 
!Causes their particular activities and effects in the 

world
!Define the ends, purposes or tendencies of  natural 

things
!An "inner principle of  change and rest"

» Forms in artifacts
!Cause artifacts to be what they are; The form is 

imposed on matter by an artisan
!Define the functions or purposes of  artifacts



Metaphysics: Aristotle II
!Explanation of  natural things is 

teleological
» All things have certain natural ends, purposes or 

tendencies

!The form of  a thing is a holistic 
property, not reducible to the matter 
of  a thing
» The form cannot be understood by looking just 

at the parts apart in isolation from their role in 
serving some function
» The form of  a thing transcends the material 

actualization 



Metaphysics: Aristotle III
» The form cannot be reduced to material characteristics

!Hierarchical order of  form and matter 
!Heterogeneous conception of  things in the 

world



Presuppositions of Naturalism I
!Naturalism holds that science is the measure 

of  all things
» Two ways to make this claim

! Metaphysics: Science tells us about how the world is 
in itself

!Epistemology: The methods of  Science define the 
rational pursuit of  knowledge

!Prestige of  Science
» Accomplishments of  Science
» Strangeness of  science and appeal of  esoteric knowledge



Presuppositions of Naturalism II
!Representationalism 
» All thought or language consists in representations of  the 

world 
» Representations of  the world are an inner depiction of  an 

outer reality
» Representations are prior to and independent of  our 

other transactions with the world or things in it
!The activity of  representing is the basic and 

underlying way in which we interact with the world
!Representations of  the world can be utterly different 

from how the world is in itself
!Representations of  the world are independent of  our 

choices of  how to live, i.e., our final ends



Presuppositions of Naturalism III
!Problem raised by representationalism
» Representations can be entirely independent of  how the 

world is as it is in itself. So how do we know when our 
representations are accurate?

!Reflexive turn of  representationalism and 
two solutions to this difficulty
» We can reflexively examine our representations and 

activity of  representing
» Epistemological solution: Find,  some criteria for the 

rational justification of  our representations that insures 
that justified beliefs and theories accurately represent the 
world as it is in itself
» Metaphysical solutions: Find some reason to think that 

one kind of   representation is most likely to be of  the 



Naturalist Metaphysics I
!Natural things are material things composed 

of  material parts
» Most naturalists are materialists or physicalists
» Many early naturalists and some contemporary ones are 

dualists

!Atomistic conception
» Naturalism looks for the parts of  things and their 

interaction
» No holistic properties that cannot be reduced to the 

interaction of  parts



Naturalist Metaphysics II
! Homogeneous conception of  things in the world

» Same principles apply in understanding different aspects of  the 
world

» Same atomistic parts found in different kinds of  things

! Mechanical conception of  the world as it is in itself
» Explain movements of  things in terms of

! Effects of  Causes external to it
! Causal interaction of  the parts within it

» Causal explanation rests on natural laws that explain the regular 
sequences of  causes and effects found in nature



Naturalist Metaphysics III
! The basic natural sciences, physics and chemistry are

» General, in that all phenomena in the natural and political and social world 
are physical  and chemical in nature

» Powerful
» Distant from human concerns and capacities: the picture of  the world they 

give is one that is has no special meaning for human beings
! It has no special place for us
! It can only be understand with difficulty and with ideas that are distant 

from our everyday interaction the world
! It gives us no guidance as to how to live

! In themselves, physics and chemistry do not rule out other 
ways of  understanding aspects of  the world



Naturalist Metaphysics IV

! Metaphysical naturalism holds that the 
basic natural sciences solve the problem 
posed by representationalism of  
understanding the world as it is in itself
» Objectivity, in the naturalist metaphysical sense, is to look 

at the world in the way of  the natural sciences
» This approach gives us an absolute conception: a 

representation of  the world that is independent of  
particular human concerns and capacities



Naturalist Metaphysics V
! What is the status, for metaphysical naturalism, of  

other ways of  representing the world?
» Why do we have these alternative views?

! Limits in our capacities to understand the world in physical 
terms

! Some features of  the world are only explicable in other terms
! In representing the world we project   our own fantasies as to 

how we would like the world to be
» Only the first, and to some extent, the second justification for other 

ways of  representing the world is acceptable. To be acceptable, these 
alternate perspectives must be reducible to the conception given by 
the basic natural sciences



Naturalist Reductionism I
! Explanation of  phenomena at one level in terms of  

phenomena at a more basic level
! Reductionism takes phenomena described in 

special  sciences and redescribes them in terms of  
more basic or reducing science
» Natural kinds posited by special sciences can be shown to consist of  

natural kinds posited by basic sciences
» Scientific laws proposed by special sciences can be shown to be 

derivable from the laws of  more basic sciences (and some initial 
conditions)



Naturalist Reductionism II
! Two types of  reductionism

» Type-Type: types of  natural kinds in the special sciences are reduced 
to types of  natural kinds in the more basic science

» Token-Token: tokens or particular instances of  natural kinds in the 
special sciences can be reduced to tokens of  natural kinds in the 
more basic science
! The kinds and properties posited by the special science 

supervene on the kinds and properties posited by the basic 
science: there is no change in the former properties without a 
change in the latter

! Each particular token of  a natural kind posited by a special 
science must be identical to a particular natural kind or 
combination of  natural kinds posited by the basic science



Naturalist Reductionism III
! What kind of  reductionism can be found between different 

natural sciences?
» Possible examples of  the failure of  type-type reductionism

! Population genetics and biochemistry
! Physiology and biochemistry
! Geology and chemistry

» Failures arise because of  the multiple realizability of  natural kinds of  the 
special sciences in the natural kinds of  the basic sciences

! What kind of  reductionism is required by metaphysical 
naturalism? Naturalists differ.
» The tendency of  naturalism is to require type-type reduction. However this 

rules out some very successful sciences

! What relationship can be found between the political and 
social sciences and the natural sciences?



Levels of Description and Causal Interaction I:
Water

causes

causes:  if behavior of molecules change
water may solidify or become gaseous

and 

realizes:  liquidity of water is not some extra
stuff secreted by water molecules but
is those water molecules at a higher level

of description

Liquid properties of water

Behavior of individual molecules of H2O

Water to be something that
can be poured, drunk, washed
in, etc.

Source: John Searle, Intentionality, p. 265-266

Macrophenomena

Microphenomena



Levels of Description and Causal Interaction II:
Gasoline Engines

t1 t2

causes

causes

causes and realizes causes and realizes

firing of sparkplug 

movement of individual
electrons between electrodes

explosion in cylinder

oxidation of individual
hydrocarbon molecules

Source: John Searle, Intentionality, p. 269



Levels of Description and Causal Interaction III:
Depression (Extremely Oversimplified)

t1 t2

causes

causes

causes and realizes causes and realizes

Severe decline in self-esteem:
Recognition of failures to know
or attain good

Depression

Some enormously complicated series of
neurophysiological happenings

Decline in serotonin 
and/ or adrenaline levels
in brain



Aristotelian Epistemology I
! From opinion to knowledge

» Knowledge corrects opinion that is
! One-sided or Incomplete
! Because our beliefs (including our beliefs about empirical 

evidence) are not consistent with each other

! Knowledge is the grasp of  the forms of  things
» Epistemology and metaphysics mutually presuppose each other 

rather than Epistemology being prior to Metaphysics



Aristotelian Epistemology II
! Our understanding of  the world cannot go entirely 

wrong
» The fundamental capacity of  human beings is to understand the 

forms
» The ultimate telos of  the forms of  things is to be understood

! Forms are abstract, or quasi-conceptual in nature and thus fitted 
to be understood by the abstract, conceptual powers of  the mind



Naturalist Epistemology I
! Representationalism poses the problem of  finding grounds 

for choice between different representations 
! Epistemology as Framework: 

» A method for the pursuit of  knowledge
» Which is established prior to all other forms of  inquiry
» Two forms of  epistemology as framework

! Foundationalism:  justified beliefs are those which  rests on a 
foundation of  unquestionable observation

! Coherentism: justified beliefs are those which are maximally coherent

! Epistemology Naturalized
» Return to view of  mutual presupposition of  epistemology and metaphysics 

found in Aristotelianism



Foundationalism
! Criteria for knowledge or justified belief  should be

» Fixed, not subject to change
» Algorithmic, applicable without question or doubt

! Epistemological objectivity is to follow criteria with 
these characteristics

! Two criteria
» Demarcation criteria 

! What beliefs or theories could possibly be rational justified
! What beliefs can be tested by the justification criteria

» Justification criteria
! What beliefs or theories are justified



Foundationalist Justification Criteria I
! Two aspects of  justification

» Agreement with sense experience
» Deduction from premises

! Foundationalist understanding of  sense experience
» Important features

! Certain
! Incorrigible
! Indubitable

» Lockean account
! Simple ideas
! Complex ideas
! Abstract ideas



Foundationalist Justification 
Criteria II

! Theories are logical deductions of  laws of  nature 
from premises, that are themselves not justified

! The laws of  nature contain observation terms that 
are given a definition in terms of  sense experience

! Theories make predictions about the course of  our 
sense experience and are confirmed or rejected 
depending upon what we observe
» Confirmation Theories
» Falsification Theories



Nomothetic Causal Explanation
! Explanation involves finding laws of  nature that 

hold that the cause (or causes) C always leads to the 
effect E

! Successful causal explanation gives us  the capacity, 
in principle, to predict and control natural and 
political and social events
» When we see cause C we can expect effect E
» When we create cause C, we can create effect E



Aristotelian Philosophical Psychology I
!Human action can result from desires or 

appetites
» Our desires result from our conception of  what a good 

life for us would be
!Desires originally arise from from socialization that 

is, from the beliefs in our polity about the human 
good 

!We can choose to modify our desires if  we come to 
hold a new conception of  the human good

» Appetites are natural phenomena although they are also 
shaped by socialization



Aristotelian Philosophical Psychology II
!Natural end of  human beings is happiness
» Human ends have a core of  natural and more or less 

universal ends and a periphery of  less important ends
» Human happiness consists in the continued satisfaction 

of  our core ends
! Satisfaction of  our peripheral ends can bring us 

greater happiness; but we can be fulfilled even if  
these ends remain unsatisfied



Aristotelian Philosophical Psychology III
! Reason (logos) discerns the core ends that are the 

components of  human happiness
! Unless we have been socialized badly, reason gives 

us the capacity to shape our own desires in light of  
our understanding of  the human good
» Reason can modify our desires 
» And in most case control our appetites where they conflict with our 

desires 

! We define ourselves, our purposes and the good life 
for us only through a correct understanding of  
human nature and our place in the world



Intentionality I
! Some central mental phenomena are intentional.

» Intentional states are are directed at or about or of  objects and states 
of  affairs in the world

! The central intentional states are desire and belief
» What the belief  or desire is directed at is the object of  or content of  

these intentional states. 
! A belief  must be a belief  about something or other. 
! A desires must be a desire for something or other.

» Note that not all intentional  phenomena in the philosophic sense are 
done intentionally in the common sense



Intentionality II
! Actions vs Movements

» Actions: what we do as a result of  our ends, desires or wants, that is, 
with some purpose or goal

» Movements: what happens to us described in non-intentional terms

! Problems in the type-type reduction of  actions to 
movements: multiple realizability of  actions
» Same actions can be done with different movements

! Problems in the token-token reduction of  actions to 
movements
» Different actions can be done with the same movements
» Movements can be actions in some circumstances but not in others
» Whether a movement is an action or not may be questionable



Intentionality III
! All of  the political and social sciences describe human 

actions in intentional terms
! Problems in reconciling intentional explanation with 

naturalism
» Metaphysical: 

! Intentional explanation looks like an Aristotelian explanation in 
terms of  final rather than efficient causes

! Can intentional phenomena (desires, beliefs and actions) be 
» Reduced to non-intentional, physical phenomena? Perhaps to central 

features of  the body if  not to our movements?
» Eliminated and replaced by a non-intentional way of  talking about human 

beings

» Epistemological 
! Intentional explanation is non-nomothetic rather than 

nomothetic
! Intentional explanation is holistic rather than atomistic



Types of Final Goods and Ends I
! Final vs Intermediate Goods and Ends

» Final: Goods we seek for their own sake
» Intermediate: Goods we seek as a means to other good

! Eudamonic vs Normative Goods and Ends
» Eudamonic: brings us satisfaction or happiness
» Normative: acting on moral principle

! Rights
! Virtues



Types of Final Goods and Ends II
! Types of  Eudamonic Ends

» Individual Goods
! Egoistic
! Altruistic

» Common Goods
! Shared Individual Goods
! Public Goods (policies)
! Institutional Goods (practices or processes)
! Communal Goods

» Activity oriented vs Experience oriented
» Immediate vs Mediated (by time or distance)



Types of Intermediate Ends 
! Instrumental

» Causal
! non-intentional
! intentional

» Constitutive
! conventional
! exemplificatory

» Componential

! Normative
» Application of  principles to particular cases
» Determination of  what virtue requires



Types of Final Goods and Ends III
! Action vs state of  affairs desires  

» Action desires: Desire which can only be satisfied by our engaging in some 
action

» State of  affairs desires: Desire which is satisfied when some state of  affairs 
is created, whether by us or someone else

! First order, Second Order, Ideal Ends
» First order: satisfaction of  our desire does not depend upon our having any 

particular beliefs
» Second order

! Ends to have certain ends 
! Satisfaction or dissatisfaction of  these desires almost always depends 

upon our understanding of  the situation in which we find ourselves
» Second order ends cannot be satisfied if  we do not have certain beliefs about our ends



Types of Final Goods and Ends IV
! Simple vs deep Conflict between ends

» Simple conflict: constraints of  our situation prevents us from satisfying two 
ends

» Deep: satisfying one end is intrinsically incompatible with satisfying another 
end (and, in some cases) with having another end

» Ideal Ends
! Practices of  excellence

» Coherent and complex form of  socially established cooperative human 
activity 

» Standards of  excellence which are appropriate to, and partially definitive of  
that form of  activity

» Taking part in activity leads to improved powers to meet or exceed 
standards. This requires training and experience to develop skills necessary 
to carrying out practice

» Part of  successful practice involves refining or revising the standards of  
excellence 

» Success or failure can only be (or can best) be judged by those who are 
expert in it



Types of Final Goods and Ends V
! Internal (intrinsic) good of  practices of  excellence

» Pleasure that arises from activity that meets (or revise and meets) criteria of  
successful practice
– Pleasure is only possible if  we have developed some capacity to meet 

these criteria
– Pleasure is greater as our capacity to meet and exceed existing criteria 

grows greater 
» This may involve

– Development and exercise of  faculties and capacities
– Solidarity with others who take part in practice and share criteria of  

successful practice
» Can only be attained through this practice of  excellence

! Ideal desires are like second order desires in two ways. 
» Whether we satisfy an ideal desire or not depends on the standards and 

criteria that partially define the ends and proper means of  attaining the goal 
of  some practice of  excellence. 

» Ideal desires will, at times, lead us to try to modify or restrain one of  our 
other final or intermediate desires in order to avoid deep conflict between 
our ends



Types of Final Goods and Ends VI
! External (extrinsic) good of  practices of  excellence

» Successful practice is often rewarded by goods which are for many of  us 
intermediate goods (although they can also be final goods)
– Money
– Recognition, prestige

» An external good is one that can be obtained in any number of  ways not just 
through taking part in this practice

» Successful practice requires these external, intermediate goods
– Practices are often supported by institutions which focus on providing 

these intermediate goods
» But there is a tension between external and internal goods

– To focus on pursuing external goods can undermine pursuit of  
internal goods



Naturalist Philosophical Psychology I
Two elements in most naturalist philosophical 

psychologies 
! Formalism-logicism

» Thought and action follows formal rules and is governed by a 
formal-logical system
! Basic elements
! Rules govern operations on elements

» Formalism-Logicism is found in 
! Epistemology as Framework
! Subjectivist  philosophical psychology (with regard to rational 

choices given our wants) 
! Computationalist philosophical psychology (with regards to 

program of  the mind)



Naturalist Philosophical Psychology II
! Mechanism

» Thought and action are determined by efficient causes
» These efficient causes are essentially material in nature thus thought 

and action are caused by the interaction of  the external, physical 
environment on our physical bodies

» Mechanism is found in 
! Subjectivist philosophical psychology (with regard to nature of  

our wants)
! Behaviorist philosophical psychology
! Computationalist philosophical psychology (with regard to the 

way in which the brain instantiates some program)



Naturalist Philosophical Psychology III
! Formalism-logicism and mechanism can often be 

found together
» Systems of  formal-logical rules can be shown to rest on elementary 

formal operations on basic elements of  thought
» So it is conceivable that some mechanistic device such as the brain 

can operate so as to carry out a formal-logical system



Subjectivism I
! Our aims are pleasure and the relief  from pain

» To have a desire is to be uneasy; 
» Pleasure is the relief  from pain 

! Incorrigible, certain introspective knowledge of
» Sources of  pain and pleasure
» Ends of  our action: wants both final and intermediate

! Mechanistic account of  our wants might be 
possible, but is unnecessary for us



Subjectivism II
! Varieties of  Subjectivism

» Instrumental conception: act on strongest want
! Can explain weakness of  will
! But has difficulties explaining prudential action

» Deliberative conception: balance variety of  wants over time so as to 
maximize pleasure and minimize pain
! Can explain prudential action
! But cannot explain weakness of  will

» Non-want based conception: seek to maximize pleasure and 
minimize pain
! Can explain uncertainty and mistakes about our ends; which are 

impossible for instrumental and deliberative view
! Can explain prudential action but not weakness of  will



Subjectivism III
! Role of  reason

» Instrumental: find path to the satisfaction of  our final wants
» Deliberative

! Scheduling satisfaction of  our wants
! Technical modification of  one want in order to satisfy others

» Moral (for contractarian liberals)
» Not substantive: No reasoning about the human good

! Reason shapes and determines our final ends or desires
! Our final ends or desires can be radically mistaken: we can be 

wrong about what will bring (and has brought us) fulfillment 



Subjectivism IV
! We are self-defining
! Freedom is the ability to act so as to 

» Satisfy the wants we have (Locke)
» And act in accordance with the moral law (Kant)



Subjectivism V
! Happiness, to the extent that it is possible, is the 

continued satisfaction of  want after want
! We have few common wants

» Life
» Food, Clothing, Shelter
» Instrumental Goods (which we want for ourselves but not necessarily 

for others) 
! Civil liberty and freedom 

» Freedom of  speech and thought, religion
» Freedom of   action 

! The protection of  our property, income, wealth  and economic 
growth



Naturalism, Subjectivism and Intentionality
! Subjectivism and Naturalist Epistemology

» Subjectivism shares the foundationalist view that the knowledge we gain of  
simple ideas from internal (e.g. of  our wants) and external perception (e.g. 
of  ideas of  color or shape) is incorrigible, indubitable and certain

» The subjectivist view of  instrumental and deliberative reasoning takes the 
naturalist view that reasoning is rule following 

» Subjectivism and nomothetic explanation
! We can (presumably) develop laws relating certain wants and actions. 

! Subjectivism and Naturalist Metaphysics
» Subjectivism and reduction: each want is token-identical to some brain state. 
» Subjectivism and atomism: introspection of  individual wants that are 

independent of  one another
» Wants are understood as the individual efficient causes of  actions rather 

than as an expression of  the  inner tendencies of  human beings



Problems with Subjectivism I
! Two kinds of  mental phenomena which might be 

thought to be wants
» Feelings (Raw Feels; Qualia)

! Tangible
! Phenomenal

» Occurrent thoughts
! Non-tangible
! Non-phenomenal



Problems with Subjectivism II
! Problems with holding that feelings are wants 

» We have ends and act without these feelings
» We can take pleasure in some activity or state of  affairs without 

having any feelings
! There are no feelings of  pleasure but only pleasurable feelings, 

which are different from each other
! We can enjoy something without having any feelings at all

» Feelings often interfere with our actions
» Feelings need need to be interpreted

! Problems with holding that occurrent thoughts of  
ends are wants
» We have desires and act without such thoughts
» We have such thoughts without having desires or acting



Problems with Subjectivism III
! Failure of  subjectivist account of  pleasure and pain

» There are no feelings of  pleasure or pain but pleasurable and painful 
feelings
! Feelings of  pleasure differ from one another

» We can take pleasure in some activity without having any pleasurable 
feelings

! How can we know the wants and beliefs of  other 
people?



Behaviorism
! Human movements vs actions

» Actions: described in terms of  our goals and purposes
» Movements: described in terms of  position and trajectory of  our 

bodies

! Psychological explanation in terms of  
reinforcement of  movements 
» Reinforcing circumstances (rewards) and movements must be 

described in non-intentional terms
» As a result of  reinforcement (reward), we engage in the same 

movements in the same circumstances

! Two kinds of   philosophical behaviorism
» Logical: intentional phenomena (desires, beliefs and actions) can be 

defined in terms of  movements
» Eliminative: we should not talk about 



Problems with Behaviorism
! Impossible to explain

» Novel actions
» Investment and waiting (one step back and two steps forward)

! Reinforcement is for actions not movements 
! Impossibility of  reduction or elimination (see 

below)



Naturalist Philosophical Psychology

! Wants are given
! Wants are constraining
! Wants are independent of  language and 

conceptualization



Problems with Naturalist 
Philosophical Psychology

! Individual Phenomena
» Mistakes about our wants
» Uncertainty about our wants
» Self-deception
» Prudential Action

! Political and Social Phenomena
» Mass Irrationality
» Political and Social Transformation



Aristotelian Morality I 
! Central moral category is the human good
! A moral life is one which expresses certain virtues 

» Courage
» Moderation re bodily desires
» Generosity
» Friendliness
» Proper degree of  ambition
» Honesty
» Proper degree of  humor
» Justice



Aristotelian Morality II
! There are no fixed moral rules: what is morally 

virtuous varies according to circumstance
» We need practical experience to grasp what is virtuous

! Moral virtue is the core of  human happiness, which 
also requires instrumental goods, such as income, 
wealth, friends and allies. 
» Reason tells us that the pursuit of  moral virtue enables us to satisfy 

our core end and live a fulfilling life,  provided that we also have a 
modicum of  instrumental goods

» A life of  moral virtue is one devoted to pursuing the common good 
in politics, broadly understood



Aristotelian Morality III
! Moral virtue

» Gives us pleasure because acting virtuously is an exercise of  a 
practice of  excellence 

» Makes us less susceptible to chance and fortune because it both 
helps us gain instrumental goods such as wealth, bodily goods and 
friends while diminishing our need for them

» Gives us self-esteem



Liberal Morality 
! To be moral is to follow certain rules that 

can be set out in advance of  engagement in 
political and social life
» Deontological version: rules setting out human rights
» Utilitarian version:  utilitarian principle of  the greatest 

happiness for the greatest number

! Morality constrains our pursuit of  
happiness, at least in the short run

! We are moral because
» Immorality is punished by other people, by the state and 

by God (Locke)
» We are capable of  doing what is right even if  conflicts 

with our wants (Kant)



Aristotelian Political Philosophy I
! Human beings are political animals

» Our capacity for reason arises only within polities and societies
» Our desires are the product of  our way of  life
» Polities are constituted by a shared conception of  the good life
» We can attain our fulfillment only by taking part in the common life

! Through exercising moral virtue
» Political activity, broadly understood, is part of  the good life

! Through pursuing common goods
» Shared individual goods
» Public goods
» Institutional goods
» Communal goods



Aristotelian Political Philosophy II
! The aim of  politics is to create the conditions under 

which human beings can live a fulfilling life
! Politics, at best, involves reasoned deliberation 

about how to attain the human good and how to 
share the burdens and benefits of  common life
» Where such deliberation takes into account both the common human 

nature and the particular circumstances in some polity and society

! Politics, at worst, involves reasoned compromise 
about these matters



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics I
! Human beings are not fundamentally political animals

» Culture and common beliefs are less important than  individual experience 
or nature in determining  our  final desires

» Human fulfillment does not require that we pursue any communal final 
goods
! Human beings can be fulfilled solely by non-communal final goods 
! Some liberals even deny that there are any truly communal final goods. 

Supposed communal goods are really individual final goods that a 
number of  people have at the same place and time.

! Thus political activity is not a communal activity that is central to 
human fulfillment

» Polities and societies are not (necessarily) constituted by people having 
common ends but individuals who have different ends and can agree upon 
certain formal rules to regulate their interaction



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics II
! The main end of  political and social interaction is to help 

individuals attain individual final goods
» Not

! To provide communal final goods by taking part in political activity
! To provide political support for other communal, public or shared 

individual final goods such as  moral education, religion, arts and 
sciences 

! The fundamental form of  social interaction is individual 
agreement or contract with other individuals. These are 
market relationships 

! The main aim of  politics is to provide the public 
instrumental goods necessary to our pursuit of  individual 
final goods
» Main instrumental ends are peace, life, liberty and property (income, wealth, 

economic growth)



Liberalism and the Importance of Liberty

! Liberty leads to human happiness because it allows 
us to satisfy our wants and as we choose to and we 
are often best placed to know what would bring us 
fulfillment

! Liberty encourages scientific and technological 
development which in turn encourages economic 
growth: liberalism sees these developments as signs 
of  great human progress

! Liberty encourages peace and government stability
» Because people do not struggle over government power in order to 

tell other people how to live or how to worship god
» Because economic growth reduces conflict (see below)



Liberalism and the Importance of 
Property and Economic Growth

! The goods provided by liberal polities and societies 
satisfy human wants and desires to a high degree

! Securing property and encouraging economic 
growth leads to reduced conflict and peace 
» Because the rich and poor focus on increasing the amount of  goods 

they can produce rather than fighting over the distribution of  goods 
produced

» The condition of  the poor is alleviated by
! Economic growth
! And, in some liberal polities, by policies that favor common 

provision, fair equality of  opportunity and redistribution from 
the rich, all of  which are is easier to accomplish when the 
economy is growing



Liberalism and the Importance of Limited  
Government

! Liberalism seeks limited government that does not 
go beyond providing the common instrumental 
goods (which for contractarians, are our rights)
» For contractarians: because there are no common goods beyond the 

instrumental goods,  any political decisions forces people to pay for 
goods they do not want. This  is unfair or tyrannical to some people

» For both contractarians and utilitarians: government provision of  
common goods will frequently interferes with the free market thus 
reducing the overall level of  economic activity

» For both contractarians and utilitarians: by avoiding conflicts over 
the public provision of  individual and common goods liberalism 
hopes to reduce political conflict and secure peace 



Liberal Means to Limited Government I
! Liberalism seeks to reduce the role of  government and 

replace political relationships (relationships of  authority) 
with market relationships (or relationships of  contract)
» Market relationships are thought to be inherently non-political and non-

coercive
» Diverting human energy from politics to economics making peace and 

economic growth more likely

! Liberalism seeks moral rules that can be used to determine 
what is right and wrong prior to the engagement in political 
life
» These rules should abstract from any substantive account of  the human 

good
» These rules should be applicable in a technical manner
» Examples

! Rules which define our rights
! The principle of  utility



Liberal Means to Limited Government II
! Liberalism seeks technocratic decision-making: the 

exercise of  authority based on scientific expertise in  
» Science tells us how best to attain our goals
» Scientific expertise and algorithmic decision making minimizes the 

exercise of  personal authority of  some people over others
» Such authority is thought to be non-political and non-coercive 



Liberalism and the Nature of Politics III
! Politics at its best is the result of  unanimous 

agreement on moral rules that give the ends of  
government and the scientific means to attain these 
ends 

! Politics at its worst is the result of  a conflict of  
interests shaped by a constitution designed 
» To protect our rights by insuring that the power of  those who seek to 

infringe on our rights is checked and balanced
» To serve the common good by insuring that interests are forced to 

compromise with each other and that, as a result, public officials 
only adopt those public policies that serve the common good



Ends and Means of Liberalism

INTERNAL
PEACE 
AND
SECURITY

Limited Government
Market vs Political 
Relationships

Diversion from Politics to 
Economics: Income & 
Prestige Found in 
Non-political activity

CIVIL LIBERTY
PROTECTION OF

Deterrence of Violation 
of Rights

Scientific and Technological Development

Ends are in ITALIC CAPS

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Reduction in Conflict Over Government



How Naturalism Supports Liberalism I
! Naturalist philosophical psychology (and especially 

subjectivism) undermines the possibility of  reasoning about 
the human good and thus
» Provides the foundation for the liberal defense of  liberty
» Raises the importance of  instrumental reasoning
» Undercuts the claims of  Kings, Aristocrats, Priests and Ministers to 

! Knowledge of  the human good
! Moral superiority

! Naturalist metaphysics undermines the basis for an 
hierarchical account of  nature and thus for such an account 
of  politics
» There is no hierarchical moral order that can be discovered in nature
» The rejection of  such an order  supports human equality



How Naturalism Supports Liberalism II
! Naturalist epistemology

» Explains how previous political philosophers and theologians have mislead 
people about political and moral issues by creating representations that 
! Do not tell us about the world as it is itself  but rather gives us a 

flattering and attractive picture
! That, moreover, supports the political claims of  Kings, Aristocrats, 

Priests and Ministers 
» Provides a model of  reasoning that allows everyone to discover the truth 

about politics for himself
» Provides a model of  reasoning that allows for the possibility of  greater 

technical control over nature and thus for economic growth and the 
consequent amelioration of  political conflict



How Naturalism Supports Liberalism III
» Provides a model of  reasoning (epistemology as framework) that promises 

an end to political dispute and disagreement
! Just as epistemology as framework looks for a set of  procedures that 

can lead to agreement in the search for knowledge, liberal political 
philosophy looks for similar procedures that can lead to an agreement 
in the search for political and moral principles
» Devices such as the state of  nature or the impartial observer

! Liberal political and moral principles are supposed to be as certain and 
unquestionable as the conclusions of  natural science

! Liberal principles, like theories in the natural sciences are supposed to 
be applicable by means of  clear cut, algorithmic reasoning



Why liberal government has expanded 
in scope and size I

! Common Goods
» National defense

! New, expensive technologies
! International responsibilities of  the United States

» Government support of  economic development
! Goods necessary to or aid economic development: infrastructure, 

education
» Public provision is necessary because the benefits of  these goods go to 

those who would not pay for them in the market

» New public  goods
! That arise from economic and technological development: 

Relief  from externalities of  pollution, patterns of  land use
! That are made possible by economic and technological 

development: Public  health



Why liberal government has expanded in 
scope and size II

! Social welfare benefits to individuals to provide 
common provision and fair equality of  opportunity
» Previous means of  providing protection against ill health, disability, 

old age and lack of  economic opportunities have been undermined
! Small families
! Geographic mobility and loss of  contact with family and friends
! Few live on farms

» Opportunity for positions of  power and income requires education 
and employment opportunities to a much greater degree today than 
in the past
! Requirements of  capital and education to start a new business 

are much higher than in the past



Why liberal government has expanded in 
scope and size III

» More people today, than in the past, believe in the right to common 
provision and fair equality of  opportunity and have the political 
power to demand that government protect this right
! Beliefs change, in part, due to the recognition of  the first two 

factors
! Equality of  political power of  the workers, minorities and 

women has  increased due to the labor, civil rights and feminist 
movements

! Economic aid to specific industries
» Liberal democracy allows special interest groups to pressure 

governments to provide these goods



Is Liberal Government Still Limited? I
! Liberal government does much more than it did in the early 

years of  this century
» Although the notion that liberal government was once laissez-faire 

government is a myth

! But in fundamental ways, liberal governments are still 
limited to attaining the liberal aims of  protecting our rights
» Protecting our  rights requires much more government now than it 

did in the past, especially if  one believes in a right to common 
provision and fair equality of  opportunity

» Liberal governments, compared to other forms of  government are 
very limited in that 
! They do not interfere with civil liberties: freedoms of  speech and action
! The leaves most economic decisions to market relationships although 

these relationships are regulated by the government



Is Liberal Government Still Limited? II
! Liberal government may  violate the principles of  liberalism, 

however, in that the decisions about how to provide public goods 
& social welfare benefits (for common provision and fair equality 
of  opportunity) often take into account substantive considerations 
of  the human good
» Public good: Policies to aid economic development take into account other 

benefits besides economic development 
! Types of  transportation
! Support for the arts
! Support for professional athletics
! Support for liberal education

» Common provision and fair equality of  opportunity: Decisions about these 
policies often reflect some conception of  human nature and the human 
good
! Child care policies reflect our views of  feminism
! Anti-poverty policies reflect our views of  the importance of  working to 

a good life



Critique of Liberalism I
! Impossibility of  eliminating the role of  politics and 

public decisions about individual and common 
goods
» There are no (or only minimal) moral rules that are entirely 

independent of  conceptions of  the human good 
» Market relationships, where there are large firms and imperfect 

competition are political in nature. Those who run corporations have 
political power over
! The individual and common goods of  their employees
! The local communities in which they are located by means of  

investment decisions
! The large political community by means of  

» Investment decisions 
» Lobbying 



Critique of Liberalism II
» The provisions of  common goods in is inescapable in contemporary 

liberal democracies (see above: why liberal government has 
expanded in size and scope) 

! Liberalism assumes, wrongly, that all important 
human goods are individual rather than common 
goods
» Most of  our political disputes involve questions of  the common good
» Liberalism fails to account for public debates about what common 

goods we should seek, as opposed to
! How we should aggregate preferences for common goods 
! What means we should use to provide common goods

» Liberalism is biased towards some common goods: economic growth



Critique of Liberalism III
» The liberal account of  who should pay for common goods is 

mistaken
» Liberalism encourages us to think our own happiness is tied to 

individual rather than common goods 
! To be concerned with common rather than individual goods is 

not the same as being egoistic rather than altruistic  

! Why should we care about common goods rather 
than individual goods?
» Common goods might be central to a good life

! Social solidarity
! Fulfilling work



Critique of Liberalism IV
» Without the provision of  some common goods, the instrumental 

goods provided by liberalism cannot be attained
! Economic growth depends upon communalism as well as 

individualism: 
» on common activity in production 
» on government policy that looks to the long term common good  

! The rise in crime is tied to individualism because of  its effects 
on problems that increase crime
» Individual concern for well being of  fellow citizens
» Family life and concern for children
» Inequality



Critique of Liberalism V
! Internal divisions within citizens of  liberal societies

» Self-interest vs morality
! Leads to decline in moral action

» Final vs. Instrumental desires
! Short-term vs long-term self-interest
! Undermines passionate commitment to certain aims; 

Flattens our final desires
! Irony and lack of  commitment become hallmarks of  

liberal societies
! Moral Sources of  internal division

» Liberalism and the denial of  qualitative distinctions 
between or differences in the centrality in our desires

» Decline of  moral beliefs that we should be guided by 
goals beyond our own desires: religion and Aristotelianism



Critique of Liberalism VI
! Social sources of  internal division

» Importance of  instrumental goods as  means to our other ends in 
liberal society
! Which is made more important by the focus on individual rather 

than common goods
» Importance of  instrumental goods as basis of  self-esteem

! Which is made more important by the lack of  any agreed 
standards of  a good life

! And by the focus on individual rather than common goods



Technocratic Politics I
! Technocracy: rule of  professional, scientific experts
! More effective government due to

» More technical knowledge about how to attain our ends
» Reduced conflict resulting from lack of  knowledge and prejudice
» Minimize the bad effects  of  politics 

! Self-interest of  individuals, interest groups, the people
! Partisanship

» Less  corruption
» More effective means to control people

! More just and honest government



Technocratic Politics II
! Problem for technocracy: natural science gives us 

only means to our ends. 
» Who should set the ends of  public policy?
» Isn’t there a danger of  technocrats taking over the setting of  ends?

! Liberal solution
» Distinction between ends and means
» Two ways to set ends

! Set by democratic processes
! Consensus exists about basic ends: liberty prosperity, social 

welfare  
» Impossible to plan social change but can engage in piecemeal social 

engineering
» Some degree of  liberty is necessary to develop and test scientific ideas



Technocratic Politics III
! Leninist solution

» Marxism-Leninism gives us a scientific account of  ends as well as 
means

» Marxism-Leninism teaches us that all human ends can be attained 
once capitalism is overthrown and communism created

» Only the communist party, which is the vanguard of  the proletariat, 
has the scientific knowledge to create a communism; Thus it must 
be in total control of  political power



Technocracy and Large, Hierarchical 
organizations I

! Alternative Forms of  Organization
» Hierarchical

! Functional specialization
! Decision making at the top of  each specialty
! Rules and procedures guide or determine decisions at each 

subordinate level
» Flat and decentralized

! Decisions made by agreement within product teams consisting 
of  people drawn from a variety of  specialties

! Decentralization at all levels
» Central management acts as investment bank and team creators
» Decisions within teams are decentralized: flexible and changing procedures 

and processes adopted



Why Do We Have Large Organizations 
in Government and Business I?

! Efficiency in large scale production
» Perhaps more in research and development and  marketing and sales 

than production and distribution
» Depends upon focus on mass goods vs niche goods

! Efficiency in integrated production
» Where goods and services needed to produce other goods (producer 

or capital goods) need to be integrated to reduce costs of

» Although there are costs of  integration
! Limited competition for producer goods  

! Planning for long term growth and profits
» Financial and market resources available to make long term 

commitments to uncertain products



Why Do We Have Large Organizations in 
Government and Business II?

! Monopoly and monopsony profits
! Political power sought by leaders of  public and 

private organizations both within the organizations 
themselves and in the state 

! Technocracy
» Makes large, hierarchical organizations possible: Rules devised to 

coordinate different parts of  an organization
! Make efficient coordination possible
! Promote fairness  

» Justifies large, hierarchical organizations



Why Do We Have Large Organizations in 
Government and Business III?

! Technocratic claim that experts know best justifies rule of  
technocrats
» Scientific decisions better enable us to attain our ends
» We mostly agree on ends
» Experts are few

! Makes rule of  technocrats seem nonpolitical 
» Rational decision procedures are meant to guarantee that power holders do 

not make decisions on the basis of  their own preferences 
! Technocracy allows experts, who are few in number to control 

activities of  many people
» Explicit rules and procedures for all activities are possible because this is 

how our minds work, according to representationalism
» Presupposition that all intelligent activity is rule governed

» Serves ends of  those who govern large hierarchical organizations
! Justifies their power
! Risk avoidance



Impossibility of Attaining Goals of 
Technocracy

! Ends-means distinction is not clear cut
» Question of  where power should lie involves not just means but ends
» Any government practice, action, or policy can be judged as both an 

end and a means to an end
» Usually more than one method to attain any end

! Conflict of  ends is rampant in liberal polities
! Algorithmic decision procedures cannot replace 

human judgment in scientific knowledge (see 
below on critique of  technocracy)

! No knowledge exists about how to attain many 
political ends



Critique of Technocracy I
! Hierarchical technocratic decision makers 

lack the knowledge and information to 
make effective decisions
» Limits of  Algorithmic Decisions: Need for judgment in 

action
! What is measurable may not be strongly related to 

what our goals are
! Time bias: easier to measure short term rather than 

long term consequences
! Difficult to take into account all contingencies, 

situations, contexts
! Applications of  rules are subject to varying 

interpretations



Critique of Technocracy II
» Limits of  algorithmic decisions lead to difficulties in coordinating 

activities within large hierarchical organizations 
! Rules undermine activities

» Fail to recognize or create Constraints on operatives
» Unintended consequences of  public policies

! Rules do not help
» To evaluate effectiveness
» To respond to new information and to innovate

! Conflict between functional parts of  organizations
! Too many decisions to make at the center leads to difficulty of  

making quick decisions
» To move from research and development to products so that enterprises can

– Respond to changing consumer demands
– Continuously innovate



Critique of Technocracy III
» Because of

– Difficulty of  obtaining sufficient, detailed and accurate information in 
a timely fashion

– Need for central decision making 
– Problems coordinating decisions
– Rigid, rule bound  procedures

! Worker motivation stifled by
» Lack of  understanding of  own role
» Inability to exercise independent thought and judgment
» Unfairness and stupidity of  rules and procedures

! Hierarchical organizations create miserable forms 
of  work due to division of  labor and lack of  control 
over work process and work place



Critique of Technocracy IV
! Technocrats pursue their own ends without 

democratic control (while denying that this is what 
they are doing)
» Personal ends
» Ends of  their own social class

! We only take seriously ends that can be (partially) 
quantified 

! Moral restraints on the manipulation of   polities 
and people are sacrificed



Critique of Technocracy V
! Democratic political life is undermined by 

» deference to experts and lack of  role in decisionmaking
! lack of  knowledge
! lack of  political skill

» public discussion and debate is discouraged

! Reification: fail to consider alternative non-
Hierarchical organizations because  power is 
hidden



Naturalism and Moral Non-Cognitivism I
! No grounds for our moral views in nature of  the 

world as Naturalists understand it
» Objective vs Subjective

! Naturalist understanding of  the objective world as it is in itself  
is disenchanted: moral properties  are queer

! Morality must come from subjective element, from our own 
desires and wants

» Fact / Value Dichotomy: impossibility of  deriving an ought from an 
is

» Open question argument and the meaning of  good
! Good must be a non-natural property



Naturalism and Moral 
Non-Cognitivism II

! Failure to find rationalist defense of  liberalism that 
allows us to distinguish between those desires that 
should and those that should not be satisfied
» Utilitarianism: 

! No possibility of  summing up state of  well being  for one 
individual (see above re feelings of  pleasure)

! no possibility of  making interpersonal comparison of  well being
» Deontological

! No neutral set of  instrumental goods all people seek to more or 
less the same degree



Naturalism and Moral 
Non-Cognitivism III

! Emotivism
» Moral views are expressions of  our desires or preferences (not 

descriptions of  them)
» Moral views are attempts to change the desires or preferences of  

other people



Critique of Moral Non-cognitivism I
! The institution of  morality presupposes that we can 

give reasons for our moral judgments
! We can not always clearly distinguish between 

moral and non-moral terms, especially with regard 
to thick descriptive terms such as “courage” or 
“democracy”

! Meaning of  good is “such as to satisfy the 
requirements of  the kind in question”
» This account follows from the place that the notion of  “good” has in 

the lives of  creatures who have final ends, desires and wants
» This abstract account of  “good” allows for both naturalism and 

debates about what things are good



Critique of Moral Non-cognitivism II
» To say that something is “good” is not to give the meaning of  good: 

possibility of  discovery of  the synthetic identify of  properties

! The is/ought gap is no more serious than the 
molecule/ table gap



Intentionality IV
! Intentional phenomena can only be identified in an 

holistic rather than atomistic fashion. 
» It is impossible to identify one intentional state of  a person apart 

from identifying others
» It is impossible to identify an intentional state of  a person apart from 

the natural, social and-in some cases-linguistic context in which the 
person has that state 

! The attribution of  intentional states presupposes 
that living creatures are minimally rational. No 
modern natural science makes any such 
assumption.



Intentionality and Interpretation 
! Understanding human action requires two kinds of  

interpretation
» Interpretation of  desires and beliefs that lead to action
» Interpretation of  social practices and constitutive meanings of  a 

polity and society

! Interpretation is a holistic process
» From general to particular and back
» Hermeneutic circle



Interpretation of Desires and Beliefs

! Explanation of  source of  action in effective desires 
and beliefs

! Explanation of  source of  effective desires  in
» Beliefs
» General desires

! Standing desires for states of  affairs ends
! Recurrent desires for action ends

! Presupposition of  rationality
» Aim is to understand how human action makes sense
» No irrationality without rationality



Interpretation of Constitutive Meanings 
and Social Practices I

! Actions have a point or purpose
! Actions are categorized in terms of  action concepts: 

Rules provide the criteria in terms of  which we 
understand movements as constituting actions

! Types of  social rules and practices
» constitutive

! conventional
! institutional
! organizational

» instrumental
» normative



Interpretation of Constitutive Meanings 
and Social Practices II

! The criteria by which many actions are defined 
make reference to social practices or patterns of  
interrelationships between the various actions of  
different people 



Interpretation of Constitutive Meanings 
and Social Practices III

! The action concepts and social practices of  people 
must be interpreted in a holistic manner
» We understand some action concepts in terms of  their relationship to 

others and to the social practices of  which they are part
» Interpretation aims at showing how action conception and social 

practices make sense: how the purposes of  different actions and 
social practices fit with the more general purposes of  other one

» There is a possibility that there will be some incoherence in the 
social practices of  a polity or society
! We should not be too quick to assume that social practices are 

incoherent
! But incoherence can arise from 

» Conflicting aims of  people
» Political and social divisions



Interpretation of Constitutive Meanings 
and Social Practices IV

! Social practices and action concepts are 
understood in terms of  the constitutive 
meanings of  a polity  or society
» Fundamental conceptions of  

! Human nature and the human good
! Political and social life and the good polity and 

society
! Place of  humanity in the natural world
! Human relationship to God or Gods

» Many people within a polity will have no or little 
understanding of  these constitutive meanings



Implicit and explicit understanding of 
Rules and Practices I

! Our understanding of  many social practices and 
rules is implicit rather than explicit
» We can act according to the rules or try to follow them
» But we cannot necessarily state them

! Learning to act in accord with instrumental and 
normative rules sometimes requires explicit 
instruction
» But such instruction may not be a matter of  giving people a rule to 

follow
» For the rules may not be formulated or be capable of  formulation 



Implicit and explicit understanding of 
Rules and Practices II

! Problems with understanding intelligence as the 
following of  rules
» Rules need to be interpreted since any statement of  a rule can be 

taken a number of  different ways: are there  further rules to tell us 
how to do this? 

» Rules need to be applied: are there further rules to tell us how to do 
this?

» Rules need to be chosen: are there further rules to tell us how to  do 
this?

! Implicit desires are also possible



Implicit and explicit understanding of 
Constitutive Meanings

! We need not have a explicit grasp of  the meanings 
of  our rules and practices, that is, of  the 
justification for them in terms of  some conception 
of  human nature or nature as a whole



Constitutive Character of Language
! Language, Culture and Theory

» Language gives us the capacity for abstract and general thought and 
thought about the past

» Animals have no general or past thoughts that are independent of  
thoughts about the present

! Language and rule following
» Rule following requires reflexive self-interpretation

! Language and public space
» The entre nous phenomena

! Language and perceptual discrimination
» Recognize new features in perceptual discrimination
» Recognize meaningfulness of  what we perceive



Irreplaceability of Intentional Explanation

! To deny that human beings have intentional states 
is self-contradictory: it is to express the belief  that 
human beings have no beliefs

! The intentional stance is basic to human and 
animal life



Critique of Epistemology as Framework
! Critique of  foundationalism

» There are no simple ideas: We have no way of  saying how the world is that is 
utterly unshaped by our concepts, beliefs or language

» Theory is underdetermined by the data: When predictions of  some theory 
are not matched by our observations, there is always more than one way to 
make repairs in our body of  knowledge. 

! Theories are accepted (justified) or not depending upon 
whether they meet our criteria for good theories in a 
particular area of  knowledge
» These criteria might include

! Accuracy of  prediction 
! Simplicity
! Scope or comprehensiveness
! Empirical Fruitfulness
! Theoretical Fruitfulness



Historicist Epistemology
! Criteria for good theories are accepted on the basis 

of  our 
» Tradition of  Inquiry
» Conception of  the Human Good

! Historicism suggests that there might be limits on 
possibility of  rational debate and agreement
» Strong historicism holds that there is no possibility of  trans-cultural 

rationality
! Strong historicism is incoherent: it holds that we have trans-

cultural knowledge that no trans-cultural rational agreement is 
possible

» Weak historicism holds that, from our point of  view, we have little 
reason to think that trans-cultural rational agreement is likely



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism I

! Representationalism holds that
» We interact with the world by means of  representations
» Representations are formal-logical structures constructed of  basic 

elements that each represent one thing or or property in the world
» Thought consists in following the logical relationships between one 

structured set of  elements and another; that is, thought consists in 
following rules



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism II

! Most human action is not explicitly guided by 
instrumental or normative rules. 
» Representationalists argue however that rules are followed 

unconsciously

! Representationalism makes it impossible for us to 
understand how intelligent human action and 
thought is possible
» To be intelligent is to respond to the always changing circumstances 

in which we find ourselves in a flexible manner
» Any particular rules (and sub-rules) we follow will not be appropriate 

in all circumstance



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism III
» So we need

! Many sub-rules that tell us what  rules to choose, how to 
interpret them and how to apply them 

! To pay attention to all features of  the world in order to 
determine which rule to use

! To develop new rules and modify old ones as necessary 
» But the more rules and sub-rules (and...) we have, the more difficult 

it is to find the right rules. At each point of  decision we have to 
choose among many rules and thus we are faced with combinatorial 
explosion

» So representationalism leads to dilemma
! Either we consult all these many rules before acting, in which 

case we will rarely act in time to attain our goals
! Or we follow rules that are inappropriate for the particular 

circumstances in which we find ourselves



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism IV

» Either way, if  human action was always a matter of  following rules, 
it would be much less intelligent that it is 

! A non-representational view of  intelligent action
» Representations of  the world involve the explicit use of  language
» Our representations of  the world rest on our non-representational 

interactions with the world which consists in knowing how to do 
things not knowing that something is the case.  

» Know how probably is the result of  a sophisticated form of  pattern 
matching: we recognize similarities and differences between one 
situation and others.
! This is perhaps instantiated in neural networks or connectionist 

architectures



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism V
» We develop know-how through training and experience

! Such training may involve learning explicit rules but in many 
circumstances training involves following a model and being 
corrected without learning rules explicitly or implicitly

! More complicated capacities rest on simpler capacities. As we 
develop know how our focus shifts from the explicit rules we may 
have been taught to subtle and refined adjustment of  our actions 
to uncommon circumstances. 

! Know how involves the development of  bodily skills. These skills 
cannot be developed apart from interacting with the world.

» Know-how is deeply contextual. It is not independent of  our goals and 
purposes. 



Pragmatist Critique of Representationalism VI
! Philosophical implications of  non-

representationalism
» Representations are not the primary way we interact with the world
» There is no threat of  our non-representational understanding of  the 

world being wholly out of  touch with how the world is. And thus there 
is no threat of  the representations that are most closely tied to our 
non-representational understanding of  the world being out of   touch 
with how the world is.

» There is no possibility of  representations without a rational creature 
capable of  non-representational interactions with the world. Thus 
there is no view from nowhere.



Interpretavism and the Sources of our 
Desires

! Socialization
» Which need not be univocal
» Later socialization is influenced by earlier socialization and by our 

natural ends, if  we have any

! Reflection
» Understanding the meaning of  our desires
» Understanding the implications of  satisfying some desires for the 

satisfaction of  other desires
» Understanding the importance to us of  having certain desires



Interpretavism and Self-knowledge
! Two sources of  self-knowledge

» Non-observational knowledge
» Self-interpretation

! Non-observational knowledge
» Similar to proprioceptive knowledge of  the position of  our body
» Knowing what we intend to do

! Self-interpretations
» Take the same stance to ourselves as we do to others
» Self-interpretation can lead us to change our desires
» And, in a special way, our second order and ideal desires

! Which rest on our view of  what is good and rights



Versions of Interpretavist Philosophical 
Psychology

! Existentialism and radical choice
» We choose our final ends without having any grounds for choice
» Our choices are radical in nature

! Constitutive view
» We act on the basis of  the ends we have been socialized to have
» We have no grounds for rejecting these ends



Problems of Interpretavist Philosophical 
Psychology

! Constraint of  our desires
» What accounts for our inability to change our desires?
» Not just

! Habit
! Instrumental considerations



Interpretavism and Phenomena of 
Individual Life

! Mistakes about our ends
» Cannot just be the result of  implicit desires

! Uncertainty about our ends
! Self-deception

» Why do we sometimes resolve conflict by means of  self-deception 
and sometimes by means of  changing our desires

» How does self-deception contribute to our well being

! Weakness of  will
» Problem of  constraint
» How can we have an end that influences our actions but is not part 

of  rational deliberation?



Interpretavism and Phenomena of 
Political and Social Life

! Mass Irrationality
» Instrumental false conciseness

! Rational
! Irrational

» Substantive false consciousness
! Rational
! Irrational

! Political and Social Transformation



Pragmatism 
! Holistic Account of  Rationality
! Critique of  representationalism 
! Critique of  the search for the world as it is in itself



Pragmatist Epistemology I
» There are no algorithms telling us how to apply these criteria or how 

much weight to give each criteria
! These criteria are values that we accept because they enable us 

to attain our own good
! The meaning or importance of  these (and other) criteria are 

likely to be different in different disciplines or change over time. 
We accept the criteria that give us reasons to accept scientific 
theories that are useful to us.  

! Thus epistemology does not come before the pursuit of  
knowledge and is not a framework for knowledge; it arises from 
critical reflection upon what we count as knowledge.

» There is no instant rationality: what is rational to believe or not 
changes as our theories of  the world and our criteria for knowledge

» There is no certainty: even the most firmly held theories may 
ultimately be rejected



Pragmatist Epistemology II
! Pragmatism offers a rationalist, not a relativist 

conception of  knowledge
» There can be good reasons to believe something even if  there are not 

algorithmic decision procedures that determine what we should 
believe

» Rationality is a matter of  procedure and judgment rather than rule 
following 
! Rational procedures are those that are lead us to be tolerant of  

and open to alternative views since there are no guarantees that 
we possess the truth.

! Judgment involves the choice and application of  criteria for 
knowledge 

» To be open and tolerant, however, is not equivalent to thinking that 
there is no right or wrong. 



Critical Interpretavism I
! Wants and desires are different phenomena
! Desires

» Desires are the result of  socialization and reflection as presented by 
interpretavism

» Desires lead to our actions
» Desires are chosen and do not constrain us



Critical Interpretavism II
! Wants

» We have no direct knowledge of  the content of  our wants
» Wants are the underlying ends that are given and do constrain us. 

Our experience of  fulfillment or lack of  fulfillment arise from the 
satisfaction or lack of  satisfaction of  our wants

» Acting on our desires can lead to the satisfaction or lack of  
satisfaction of  our wants

» Our final desires are articulations of  our wants. We presume that in 
acting on our desires we will satisfy our wants. 



Critical Interpretavism III
! Emotional reactions provide the evidence that we 

have satisfied or failed to satisfy our wants wants
» Emotional reactions include

! Feelings
! Symptoms
! Agitations

» Satisfaction of  our wants can be called the positive engagement of  
our wants
! This occurs when we are wholeheartedly taking part in some 

activity that we enjoy
! Or when we have pleasurable emotional reactions upon taking 

part in some activity or in attaining some state of  affairs



Critical Interpretavism IV
» Lack of  satisfaction of  our wants can be called the negative 

engagement of  our wants
» These emotional reactions indicate that our wants are unsatisfied. 

But they do not tell us what those wants are. We have to give an 
interpretation of  them.

! Misarticulation of  our wants is possible.
» When we unexpectedly have emotional reactions, we have reason to 

think that we have misarticulated our wants. 
! When we expect to enjoy some state of  affairs
! This arises when we have unexpected emotional reactions.

! Nature of  articulation
» We interpret our wants by looking for patterns in our actions and in 

our experiences of  satisfaction and dissatisfaction



Discovering Human Wants 
! Comparison and Contrast

» Examine human actions in different times and places
» Examine experiences or indications of  human fulfillment or lack 

thereof

! Theory and Practice
» Try it, you’ll like it



Critical Interpretavism and Phenomena 
of Individual Life

! Uncertainty about our ends
» We have wants but do not know what desires articulate our wants

! Mistakes about our ends
» We are mistaken about what wants are articulated byour desires

! Self-deception
» We are mistaken about why we find certain actions fulfilling
» Long term plans of  action explained in terms of

! Second order wants and desires
! Unintended implications of  our actions

! Weakness of  will
» Wants disrupt or activity



Substantive Rationality I
! Negative and positive engagement of  our wants

» Negative: emotional reactions such as feelings, agitations, and 
symptoms

» Positive:
! Emotional reactions
! Experiences of  flow

» Comparison to Plato
! Pleasure
! Repose
! Pain



Substantive Rationality II
! The Human Good

» Can we articulate our wants in a way that enables us to remove 
negative engagement of  them and create some positive 
engagements?

» Can everyone do this?
» Or is some repression necessary for us as individuals or members of  

a political community

! Our Good
» Investment in certain 

! Skills
! Knowledge of  practices
! Relationships with others

» Constrains the way in which we can satisfactorily articulate our 
wants



Substantive Rationality and Political Life I

! Contributing to Debates about Common Goods
! Moral Education
! Political and social Transformation



Substantive Rationality and Political Life II

! Is Consensus about the Good Likely?
! Is Consensus about the Good Necessary?

» Pluralism and Decentralization
» Rights to Common Goods

! The Importance of  Individual Rights: Substantive 
Rationality requires 
» Freedom of  Thought
» Freedom of  Action



Critical Interpretavism and Phenomena of 
Political and Social Life

! Gap between wants and desires allows us to explain 
phenomena of  political and social life
» Mass Irrationality is a collective form of  self-deception and weakness 

of  will
» Political and social transformation comes about in response to the 

widespread experience of  being mistaken or uncertain about our 
ends 



Transformation and the Uses of Substantive 
Political and Social Theory

! Technical: 
» Instrumental means to an end

! Interpretative: 
» Understanding others (and ourselves)

! Educative: 
» Changing the way in which articulate our wants
» By recognizing problems created for our happiness by our current 

articulation
» Example: feminism



The Role and Limits of Theory
! Role of  theory

» Choosing between different interpretations of  action
» Substantive rationality in theoretical terms

! Independence of  Practice
» Interpretation of  individual action can be atheoretical
» Best articulation of  our wants



Theory and Tyranny
! The dangers of  transformative politics

» Barriers to transformation
» How they can be overcome by tyranny

! Limits on tyranny
» Need for testing of  conceptions of  the good
» Need for determining our own good not just the good



Rationality and Rights I
! Two aspects of  rationality

» Substantive based upon
! Criteria for theory choice
! Substantive conception in some area
! View of  contribution to human well being

» Formal
! Procedural account of  rationality

! Formal rationality requires 
» Agreement of  all on the basis of  argument and that alone
» Which requires

! Freedom
! Equality



Rationality and Rights II
! Impossibility of  meeting requirements of  formal 

rationality
» Decisionistic imperative of  political life
» Can’t define requirements independent of  some conception of  the 

good

! Implications of  formal requirements for political 
and social life: Formal Procedural Requirements
» Consent
» Civil liberty re

! Action
! Thought

» Rule of  law
» Pursuit of  Common Good



Rationality and Rights II
! Implications of  formal requirements for political 

and social life: Substantive Procedural 
Requirements
» Republican form of  government which aims at

! Rational decisionmaking
! Certain conception of  the good 

» Decentralization and Subsidiarity
» Consent in corporations
» Equality of  Opportunity



Rationality and Rights III
! Implications of  formal requirements for political 

and social life: End-state Requirements
» Distributive justice and the common good
» Distributive justice and the difference principle
» Equity and Care


